
Strategies
We often say focus, concentrate, pay attention, but no-one ever shows us how. Would
you like your children to learn how to relax, focus and manage their own energy levels?
Can you imagine how much easier classroom management would be? You will be able
to introduce hands-on letter recognition to your children whatever their learning style. 

Exciting news, a ground-breaking opportunity!      
Would you like to be one of the first Early Childhood Educators in British Columbia to
participate in a FULLY-FUNDED professional development pilot that aims to teach
ECEs new skills resulting in a NeuroInclusive preschool learning environment…
benefitting you, your 3-6 year olds and their families?

Why …and What does NeuroInclusive mean? 
Did you know that current strategies are not designed to reach all learners? Maybe you
noticed some of your very bright, curious, creative children do not always respond to
current practices. NeuroInclusive strategies ensure that all children have a cognitive
equal opportunity...literally from day one. 

Collaboration
Thanks to the Ministry of Education and Child Care, we, at The Whole Dyslexic
Society, have the opportunity of sharing this innovative, inspiring, enlightening and
essential information with you...for FREE! This is the precursor to eliminating many so-
called learning disabilities from ever arising! Let’s do this! 

Course Overview
The course will run from October 25th, 2023 - January 31, 2024 and consists of an
Online Information Session; a personal interview; 2 X 1hr Introductory Modules; One 2-
day Workshop Online or In-Person with assignments; 2 X 1hr reflective modules. We
also provide an Information Session for the parents of your children. For more
information and to Register visit www.thewds.org/ece.

NeuroInclusivity
for Early Years

We recognise and celebrate the innate learning style of your children
and we know NeuroInclusivity is achievable. We know the strategies
will ensure learning disabilities do not have a chance to occur…

Join us for a free Information Session on October 25th at
7PM PDT and discover why…and please pass this on to other
like-minded ECEs…THANK YOU !

This is a unique pilot for ECEs, with methods that have already achieved remarkable results. 

REGISTER AT
WWW.THEWDS.ORG/ECE 
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